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Abstract. A canonical cover generalizing the left Fischer cover to
arbitrary sofic shifts is introduced and used to prove that the left
Krieger cover and the past set cover of a sofic shift can be divided
into natural layers. These results are used to find the range of a
flow-invariant and to investigate the ideal structure of the universal
C ∗ -algebra associated to a sofic shift space.
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Introduction

Shifts of finite type have been completely classified up to flow equivalence by
Boyle and Huang [4, 6, 15], but very little is known about the classification
of the class of sofic shift spaces introduced by Weiss [38], even though they
are a natural first generalization of shifts of finite type. The purpose of this
paper is to investigate the structure of - and relationships between - various
standard presentations (the Fischer cover, the Krieger cover, and the past set
cover) of sofic shift spaces. These results are used to find the range of the
flow-invariant introduced in [1], and to investigate the ideal structure of the
C ∗ -algebras associated to sofic shifts. In this way, the present paper can be
seen as a continuation of the strategy applied in [10, 11, 30], where invariants
for shift spaces are extracted from the associated C ∗ -algebras.
Section 2 recalls the definitions of shift spaces, labelled graphs, and covers
to make the paper self contained. Section 3 introduces a canonical and flowinvariant cover generalizing the left Fischer cover to arbitrary sofic shifts.
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Section 4 introduces the concept of a foundation of a cover, which is used to
prove that the left Krieger cover and the past set cover can be divided into
natural layers and to show that the left Krieger cover of an arbitrary sofic shift
can be identified with a subgraph of the past set cover.
In Section 5, the structure of the layers of the left Krieger cover of an irreducible sofic shift is used to find the range of the flow-invariant introduced
in [1]. Section 6 uses the results about the structure of covers of sofic shifts
to investigate ideal lattices of the associated C ∗ -algebras. Additionally, it is
proved that Condition (∗) introduced by Carlsen and Matsumoto [12] holds if
and only if the left Krieger cover is the maximal essential subgraph of the past
set cover.
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Background

Shift spaces. Here, a short introduction to the definition and properties of
shift spaces is given to make the present paper self-contained; for a thorough
treatment of shift spaces see [21]. Let A be a finite set with the discrete
topology. The full shift over A consists of the space AZ endowed with the
product topology and the shift map σ : AZ → AZ defined by σ(x)i = xi+1 for
all i ∈ Z. Let A∗ be the collection of finite words (also known as blocks) over
A. A subset X ⊆ AZ is called a shift space if it is invariant under the shift map
and closed. For each F ⊆ A∗ , define XF to be the set of bi-infinite sequences in
AZ which do not contain any of the forbidden words from F . A subset X ⊆ AZ
is a shift space if and only if there exists F ⊆ A∗ such that X = XF (cf. [21,
Proposition 1.3.4]). X is said to be a shift of finite type (SFT) if this is possible
for a finite set F .
The language of a shift space X is defined to be the set of all words which occur
in at least one x ∈ X, and it is denoted B(X). X is said to be irreducible if
there for every u, w ∈ B(X) exists v ∈ B(X) such that uvw ∈ B(X). For each
x ∈ X, define the left-ray of x to be x− = · · · x−2 x−1 and define the right-ray
of x to be x+ = x0 x1 x2 · · · . The sets of all left-rays and all right-rays are,
respectively, denoted X − and X + .
A bijective, continuous, and shift commuting map between two shift spaces is
called a conjugacy, and when such a map exists, the two shift spaces are said
to be conjugate. Shift spaces (X, σX ) and (Y, σY ) are said to be flow equivalent
if the corresponding suspension flows SX and SY are topologically equivalent.
Flow equivalence is generated by conjugacy and symbol expansion [35].
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Graphs. For countable sets E 0 and E 1 , and maps r, s : E 1 → E 0 the quadruple
E = (E 0 , E 1 , r, s) is called a directed graph. The elements of E 0 and E 1 are,
respectively, the vertices and the edges of the graph. For each edge e ∈ E 1 ,
s(e) is the vertex where e starts, and r(e) is the vertex where e ends. A
path λ = e1 · · · en is a sequence of edges such that r(ei ) = s(ei+1 ) for all
i ∈ {1, . . . n − 1}. For each n ∈ N0 , the set of paths of length n is denoted E n ,
and the set of all finite paths is denoted E ∗ . Extend the maps r and s to E ∗
by defining s(e1 · · · en ) = s(e1 ) and r(e1 · · · en ) = r(en ). A circuit is a path λ
with r(λ) = s(λ) and |λ| > 0. For u, v ∈ E 0 , u is said to be connected to v if
there is a path λ ∈ E ∗ such that s(λ) = u and r(λ) = v, and this is denoted
by u ≥ v [21, Section 4.4]. A vertex is said to be maximal, if it is connected to
all other vertices. E is said to be irreducible if all vertices are maximal. If E
has a unique maximal vertex, this vertex is said to be the root of E. E is said
to be essential if every vertex emits and receives an edge. For a finite essential
directed graph E, the edge shift (XE , σE ) is defined by

XE = x ∈ (E 1 )Z | r(xi ) = s(xi+1 ) for all i ∈ Z .
A labelled graph (E, L) over an alphabet A consists of a directed graph E and a
surjective labelling map L : E 1 → A. Extend the labelling map to L : E ∗ → A∗
by defining L(e1 · · · en ) = L(e1 ) · · · L(en ) ∈ A∗ . For a finite essential labelled
graph (E, L), define the shift space (X(E,L) , σ) by

X(E,L) = (L(xi ))i ∈ AZ | x ∈ XE .
The labelled graph (E, L) is said to be a presentation of the shift space X(E,L) ,
and a representative of a word w ∈ B(X(E,L) ) is a path λ ∈ E ∗ such that
L(λ) = w. Representatives of rays are defined analogously. If H ⊆ E 0 then
the subgraph of (E, L) induced by H is the labelled subgraph of (E, L) with
vertices H and edges {e ∈ E 1 | s(e), r(e) ∈ H}.
Sofic shifts. A function π : X1 → X2 between shift spaces X1 and X2 is said
to be a factor map if it is continuous, surjective, and shift commuting. A shift
space is called sofic [38] if it is the image of an SFT under a factor map. A
shift space is sofic if and only if it can be presented by a finite labelled graph
[14]. A sofic shift space is irreducible if and only if it can be presented by an
irreducible labelled graph (see [21, Section 3.1]). Let (E, L) be a finite labelled
graph and let πL : XE → X(E,L) be the factor map induced by the labelling
map L : E 1 → A then the SFT XE is called a cover of the sofic shift X(E,L) ,
and πL is called the covering map.
A presentation (E, L) of a sofic shift space X is said to be left-resolving if no
vertex in E 0 receives two edges with the same label. Fischer proved [14] that,
up to labelled graph isomorphism, every irreducible sofic shift has a unique
left-resolving presentation with fewer vertices than any other left-resolving presentation. This is called the left Fischer cover of X, and it is denoted (F, LF ).
An irreducible sofic shift is said to have almost finite type (AFT) [22, 33] if the
left Fischer cover is right-closing (see e.g. [21, Definition 5.1.4]).
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For x ∈ B(X) ∪ X + , define the predecessor set of x to be the set of left-rays
which may precede x in X (see [17, Sections I and III] and [21, Exercise 3.2.8]).
The follower set of a left-ray or word is defined analogously. Let (E, L) be a
labelled graph presenting X and let v ∈ E 0 . Define the predecessor set of v to
be the set of left-rays in X which have a presentation terminating at v. This
E
is denoted P∞
(v), or just P∞ (v) when (E, L) is understood from the context.
E
E
The presentation (E, L) is said to be predecessor-separated if P∞
(u) 6= P∞
(v)
0
when u, v ∈ E and u 6= v.
The left Krieger cover of the shift space X is the labelled graph (K, LK ) where
K 0 = {P∞ (x+ ) | x+ ∈ X + }, and where there is an edge labelled a ∈ A
from P ∈ K 0 to P ′ ∈ K 0 if and only if there exists x+ ∈ X + such that
P = P∞ (ax+ ) and P ′ = P∞ (x+ ). The past set cover of the shift space X is
the labelled graph (W, LW ) where W 0 = {P∞ (w) | w ∈ B(X)} and where the
edges and labels are constructed as in the Krieger cover. A shift space is sofic
if and only if the number of predecessor sets is finite [19, §2], so the left Krieger
cover is finite exactly when the shift space is sofic. The left Fischer cover, the
left Krieger cover, and the past set cover are left-resolving and predecessorseparated presentations of X.
The right Krieger cover and the future set cover are right-resolving and followerseparated covers defined analogously to the left Krieger cover and the past
set cover, respectively. Every result developed for left-resolving covers in the
following has an analogue for the corresponding right-resolving cover. These
results can easily be obtained by considering the transposed shift space X T
(see e.g. [21, p. 39]).
3

Generalizing the Fischer cover

Jonoska [16] proved that a reducible sofic shift does not necessarily have a
unique minimal left-resolving presentation. The aim of this section is to define
a generalization of the left Fischer cover as the subgraph of the left Krieger
cover induced by a certain subset of vertices. Let X be a sofic shift space, and
0
let (K, LK ) be the left Krieger cover of X. A
S predecessor set P ∈ K is said
0
to be non-decomposable if V ⊆ K and P = Q∈V Q implies that P ∈ V .
Lemma 3.1. If P ∈ K 0 is non-decomposable then the subgraph of (K, LK )
induced by K 0 \ {P } is not a presentation of X.
Proof. Let E be the subgraph of K induced by K 0 \ {P }. Choose x+ ∈ X +
such that P = P∞ (x+ ). Let V ⊆ K 0 \ {P } be the set of vertices where a
presentation of x+ can start. ThenSQ ⊆ P∞ (x+ ) = P for each Q ∈ V , and by
assumption, there exists y − ∈ P \ Q∈V Q. Hence, there is no presentation of
y − x+ in (E, LK |E ).
Lemma 3.1 shows that a subgraph of the left Krieger cover which presents the
same shift must contain all the non-decomposable vertices. The next example
shows that this subgraph is not always large enough.
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Figure 1: Left Krieger cover of the shift considered in Example 3.2. Note
that the labelled graph is no longer a presentation of the same shift if the
decomposable predecessor set P = P1 ∪ P2 is removed.
Example 3.2. It is easy to check that the labelled graph in Figure 1 is the left
Krieger cover of a reducible sofic shift X. Note that the predecessor set P is
decomposable since P = P1 ∪ P2 , and that the graph obtained by removing the
vertex P and all edges starting at or terminating at P is not a presentation of
the same sofic shift since there is no presentation of f ∞ dbjk ∞ in this graph.
Note that there is a path from P to the vertex P ′ which is non-decomposable.
Together with Lemma 3.1, this example motivates the following definition.
Definition 3.3. The generalized left Fischer cover (G, LG ) of a sofic shift X
is defined to be the subgraph of the left Krieger cover induced by G0 = {P ∈
K 0 | P ≥ P ′ , P ′ non-decomposable}.
The following proposition justifies the term generalized left Fischer cover.
Proposition 3.4.
(i) The generalized left Fischer cover of a sofic shift X is a left-resolving and
predecessor-separated presentation of X.
(ii) If X is an irreducible sofic shift then the generalized left Fischer cover is
isomorphic to the left Fischer cover.
(iii) If X1 , X2 are sofic shifts with disjoint alphabets then the generalized left
Fischer cover of X1 ∪X2 is the disjoint union of the generalized left Fischer
covers of X1 and X2 .
Proof. Given y − ∈ X − , choose x+ ∈ X + such that y − ∈ P∞ (x+ ) = P . By
definition of the generalized
left Fischer cover, there exist vertices P1 , . . . , Pn ∈
Sn
G0 such that P = i=1 Pi . Choose i such that y − ∈ Pi . By construction,
the left Krieger cover contains a path labelled y − terminating at Pi . Since
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Pi ∈ G0 , this is also a path in the generalized left Fischer cover. This proves
that the generalized left Fischer cover is a presentation of X − , and hence also a
presentation of X. Since the left Krieger cover is left-resolving and predecessorseparated, so is the generalized left Fischer cover.
Let X be an irreducible sofic shift, and identify the left Fischer cover (F, LF )
with the top irreducible component of the left Krieger cover (K, LK ) [19,
Lemma 2.7]. By the construction of the generalized left Fischer cover, it follows that the left Fischer cover is a subgraph of the generalized left Fischer
cover. Let x+ ∈ X + such that P = P∞ (x+ ) is non-decomposable. Let S ⊆ F 0
be the
of x+ in (F, LF ) can start. Then
S set of vertices where a presentation
0
P = v∈S P∞ (v), so P ∈ S ⊆ F by assumption.
Since X1 and X2 have no letters in common, the left Krieger cover of X1 ∪X2 is
just the disjoint union of the left Krieger covers of X1 and X2 . The generalized
left Fischer cover inherits this property from the left Krieger cover.
The shift consisting of two non-interacting copies of the even shift is a simple
example where the generalized left Fischer cover is a proper subgraph of the
left Krieger cover.
Lemma 3.5. Let X be a sofic shift with left Krieger cover (K, LK ). If there is
an edge labelled a from a non-decomposable P ∈ K 0 to a decomposable Q ∈ K 0
then there exists a non-decomposable Q′ ∈ K 0 and an edge labelled a from P
to Q′ .
Proof. Choose x+ ∈ X + such that P = P∞ (ax+ ) and Q = P∞ (x+ ). Since Q is
decomposable, there exist n > 1 and non-decomposable Q1 , . . . , Qn ∈ K 0 \ {Q}
such that Q = Q1 ∪ · · · ∪ Qn . Let S be the set of predecessor sets P ′ ∈ K 0
for which there is an edge labelled a from P ′ to Qj for some 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
Given y − ∈ P , y − ax+ ∈ X, so y − a ∈ Q. Choose 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that
y − a ∈ Qi . By construction, there exists P ′ ∈ S such that y − ∈ P ′ . Reversely,
if y − ∈ P ′ ∈ S then there is an edge labelled a from P ′ to Qi for some
1 ≤ i ≤ n,Sso y − a ∈ Qi ⊆ Q. This implies that y − ax+ ∈ X, so y − ∈ P .
Thus P = P ′ ∈S P ′ , but P is non-decomposable, so this means that P ∈ S.
Hence, there is an edge labelled a from P to Qi for som i, and Qi is nondecomposable.
The following proposition is an immediate consequence of this result and the
definition of the generalized left Fischer cover.
Proposition 3.6. The generalized left Fischer cover is essential.
The left Fischer cover of an irreducible sofic shift X is minimal in the sense
that no other left-resolving presentation of X has fewer vertices. This is not
always the case for the generalized left Fischer cover.
Canonical. Krieger proved that a conjugacy Φ : X1 → X2 between sofic
shifts with left Krieger covers (K1 , L1 ) and (K2 , L2 ), respectively, induces a
conjugacy ϕ : XK1 → XK2 such that Φ ◦ π1 = π2 ◦ ϕ when πi : XKi → Xi is the
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covering map of the left Krieger cover of Xi [19]. A cover with this property is
said to be canonical. The next goal is to prove that the generalized left Fischer
cover is canonical. This will be done by using results and methods used by
Nasu [34] to prove that the left Krieger cover is canonical.
Definition 3.7 (Bipartite code). When A, C, D are alphabets, an injective
map f : A → CD is called a bipartite expression. If X1 , X2 are shift spaces
with alphabets A1 and A2 , respectively, and if f1 : A1 → CD is a bipartite
expression then a map Φ : X1 → X2 is said to be a bipartite code induced
by f1 if there exists a bipartite expression f2 : A2 → DC such that one of the
following two conditions is satisfied:
(i) If x ∈ X1 , y = Φ(x), and f1 (xi ) = ci di with ci ∈ C and di ∈ D for all
i ∈ Z then f2 (yi ) = di ci+1 for all i ∈ Z.
(ii) If x ∈ X1 , y = Φ(x), and f1 (xi ) = ci di with ci ∈ C and di ∈ D for all
i ∈ Z then f2 (yi ) = di−1 ci for all i ∈ Z.
A mapping Φ : X1 → X2 is called a bipartite code, if it is the bipartite code
induced by some bipartite expression.
It is clear that a bipartite code is a conjugacy and that the inverse of a bipartite
code is a bipartite code.
Theorem 3.8 (Nasu [34, Thm. 2.4]). Any conjugacy between shift spaces can
be decomposed into a product of bipartite codes.
Let Φ : X1 → X2 be a bipartite code corresponding to bipartite expressions
f1 : A1 → CD and f2 : A2 → DC, and use the bipartite expressions to recode
X1 and X2 to
X̂1 = {(f1 (xi ))i | x ∈ X1 } ⊆ (CD)Z
X̂2 = {(f2 (xi ))i | x ∈ X2 } ⊆ (DC)Z .
For i ∈ {1, 2}, fi induces a one-block conjugacy from Xi to X̂i , and Φ induces
a bipartite code Φ̂ : X̂1 → X̂2 which commutes with these conjugacies. If Φ
satisfies condition (i) in the definition of a bipartite code then (Φ̂(x̂))i = di ci+1
when x̂ = (ci di )i∈Z ∈ X̂1 . If it satisfies condition (ii) then (Φ̂(x̂))i = di−1 ci
when x̂ = (ci di )i∈Z ∈ X̂1 . The shifts X̂1 and X̂2 will be called the recoded shifts
of the bipartite code, and Φ̂ will be called the recoded bipartite code.
A labelled graph (G, L) is said to be bipartite if G is a bipartite graph (i.e.
the vertex set can be partitioned into two sets (G0 )1 and (G0 )2 such that no
edge has its range and source in the same set). When (G, L) is a bipartite
labelled graph over an alphabet A, define two graphs G1 and G2 as follows:
For i ∈ {1, 2}, the vertex set of Gi is (G0 )i , the edge set is the set of paths of
length 2 in (G, L) for which both range and source are in (G0 )i , and the range
and source maps are inherited from G. For i ∈ {1, 2}, define Li : G1i → A2
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by Li (ef ) = L(e)L(f ). The pair (G1 , L1 ), (G2 , L2 ) is called the induced pair
of labelled graphs of (G, L). This decomposition is not necessarily unique, but
whenever a bipartite labelled graph is mentioned, it will be assumed that the
induced graphs are specified.
Remark 3.9 (Nasu [34, Remark 4.2]). Let (G, L) be a bipartite labelled graph
for which the induced pair of labelled graphs is (G1 , L1 ), (G2 , L2 ). Let X1
and X2 be the sofic shifts presented by these graphs, and let XG1 , XG2 be the
edge shifts generated by G1 , G2 . The natural embedding f : G11 → (G1 )2
is a bipartite expression which induces two bipartite codes ϕ± : XG1 → XG2
such that (ϕ+ (x))i = fi ei+1 and (ϕ− (x))i = fi−1 ei when x = (ei fi )i∈Z ∈
XG1 . Similarly, the embedding F : L1 (G11 ) → (L(G1 ))2 is a bipartite expression
which induces bipartite codes Φ± : X1 → X2 such that (Φ+ (x))i = bi ai+1 and
(Φ− (x))i = bi−1 ai when x = (ai bi )i∈Z ∈ X1 . By definition, Φ± ◦ π1 = π2 ◦ ϕ±
when π1 : XG1 → X1 , π2 : XG2 → X2 are the covering maps. The bipartite
codes ϕ± and Φ± are called the standard bipartite codes induced by (G, L).
Lemma 3.10 (Nasu [34, Cor. 4.6 (1)]). Let Φ : X1 → X2 be a bipartite code
between sofic shifts X1 and X2 . Let X̂1 and X̂2 be the recoded shifts of X1 and
X2 respectively, and let (K1 , L1 ) and (K2 , L2 ) be the left Krieger covers of X̂1
and X̂2 respectively. Then there exists a sofic shift X̂ for which the left Krieger
cover is a bipartite labelled graph such that the induced pair of labelled graphs
is (K1 , L1 ), (K2 , L2 ) and such that the recoded bipartite code Φ̂ : X̂1 → X̂2 of
Φ is one of the standard bipartite codes Φ± induced by the left Krieger cover of
X̂ as defined in Remark 3.9.
The proof of the following theorem is very similar to the proof of the corresponding result by Nasu [34, Thm. 3.3] for the left Krieger cover.
Theorem 3.11. The generalized left Fischer cover is canonical.
Proof. Let Φ : X1 → X2 be a bipartite code. Let X̂1 , X̂2 be the recoded shifts,
let (K1 , L1 ), (K2 , L2 ) be the corresponding left Krieger covers, and let Φ̂ : X̂1 →
X̂2 be the recoded bipartite code. Use Lemma 3.10 to find a sofic shift X̂ such
that the left Krieger cover (K, L) of X̂ is a bipartite labelled graph for which the
induced pair of labelled graphs is (K1 , L1 ), (K2 , L2 ). Let (G1 , L1 ), (G2 , L2 ),
and (G, L) be the generalized left Fischer covers of respectively X̂1 , X̂2 , and
X̂.
The labelled graph (G, L) is bipartite since G is a subgraph of K. Note that a
predecessor set P in K10 or K20 is decomposable if and only if the corresponding
predecessor set in K 0 is decomposable. If i ∈ {1, 2} and Q ∈ G0i ⊆ Ki0 then
there is a path in Ki from Q to a non-decomposable P ∈ Ki0 . By considering
the corresponding path in K, it is clear that the vertex in K 0 corresponding
to Q is in G0 . Conversely, if Q ∈ G0 then there is a path in K from Q to
a non-decomposable P ∈ K 0 . If P and Q belong to the same partition Ki0
then the vertex in Ki corresponding to Q is in G0i by definition. On the other
hand, if Q corresponds to a vertex in Ki and if P belongs to the other partition
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then Lemma 3.5 shows that there exists a non-decomposable P ′ in the same
partition as Q and an edge from P to P ′ in K. Hence, there is also a path
in Ki from the vertex corresponding to Q to the vertex corresponding to P ′ ,
so Q ∈ G0i . This proves that the pair of induced labelled graphs of (G, L) is
(G1 , L1 ), (G2 , L2 ).
Let Ψ̂± : X̂1 → X̂2 be the standard bipartite codes induced by (G, L). Remark
3.9 shows that there exist bipartite codes ψ̂± : XG1 → XG2 such that Ψ̂± ◦
π̂1 |XG1 = π̂2 |XG2 ◦ ψ̂± . The labelled graph (G, L) presents the same sofic shift
as (K, L), so they both induce the same standard bipartite codes from X̂1 to
X̂2 , and by Lemma 3.10, Φ̂ is one of these standard bipartite codes, so Φ̂ = Ψ̂+
or Φ̂ = Ψ̂− . In particular, there exists a bipartite code ψ̂ : XG1 → XG2 such
that Φ̂ ◦ π̂1 |XG1 = π̂2 |XG2 ◦ ψ̂.
By recoding X̂1 to X1 and X̂2 to X2 via the bipartite expressions inducing Φ,
this gives a bipartite code ψ such that Φ ◦ π1 = π2 ◦ ψ when π1 , π2 are the
covering maps of the generalized left Fischer covers of X1 and X2 respectively.
By Theorem 3.8, any conjugacy can be decomposed as a product of bipartite
codes, so this proves that the generalized left Fischer cover is canonical.
Theorem 3.12. For i ∈ {1, 2}, let Xi be a sofic shift with generalized left
Fischer cover (Gi , Li ) and covering map πi : XGi → Xi . If Φ : SX1 → SX2 is
a flow equivalence then there exists a unique flow equivalence ϕ : SXG1 → SXG2
such that Φ ◦ Sπ1 = Sπ2 ◦ ϕ.
Proof. In [5] it is proved that the left Krieger cover respects symbol expansion:
If X is a sofic shift with alphabet A, a ∈ A, • is some symbol not in A, and if X̂
is obtained from X via a symbol expansion which inserts a • after each a then
the left Krieger cover of X̂ is obtained by replacing each edge labelled a in the
left Krieger cover of X by two edges in sequence labelled a and • respectively.
Clearly, the generalized left Fischer cover inherits this property. By [5], any
canonical cover which respects flow equivalence has the desired property, so the
result follows from Theorem 3.11.
4

Foundations and layers of covers

Let E = (E, L) be a finite left-resolving and predecessor-separated labelled
graph. For each V ⊆ E 0 and each word w over the alphabet A of L define
wV = {u ∈ E 0 | u is the source of a path labelled w terminating in V }.
Definition 4.1. Let S be a subset of the power set P(E 0 ), and let ∼ be an
equivalence relation on S. The pair (S, ∼) is said to be past closed if
• {v} ∈ S,
• {u} ∼ {v} implies u = v,
• aV 6= ∅ implies aV ∈ S, and
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• U ∼ V and aU 6= ∅ implies aV 6= ∅ and aU ∼ aV
for all u, v ∈ E 0 , U, V ∈ S, and a ∈ A.
Let (S, ∼) be past closed. For each V ∈ S, let [V ] denote the equivalence class
of V with respect to ∼. When a ∈ A and V ∈ S, [V ] is said to receive a if
aV 6= ∅. For each [V ] ∈ S/∼, define |[V ]| = minV ∈[V ] |V |.
Definition 4.2. Define G(E, S, ∼) to be the labelled graph with vertex set S/∼
for which there is an edge labelled a from [aV ] to [V ] whenever [V ] receives a.
For each n ∈ N, the nth layer of G(E, S, ∼) is the labelled subgraph induced by
Sn = {[V ] ∈ S/∼ | n = |[V ]|}. E is said to be a foundation of any labelled
graph isomorphic to G(E, S, ∼).
If a labelled graph H is isomorphic to G(E, S, ∼) then the subgraph of H corresponding to the nth layer of G(E, S, ∼) is be said to be the nth layer of H
with respect to E, or simply the nth layer if E is understood from the context.
Proposition 4.3. E and G(E, S, ∼) present the same sofic shift, and E is labelled graph isomorphic to the first layer of G(E, S, ∼).
Proof. By assumption, there is a bijection between E 0 and the set of vertices
in the first layer of G(E, S, ∼). By construction, there is an edge labelled a
from u to v in E if and only if there is an edge labelled a from [{u}] to [{v}] in
G(E, S, ∼). Every finite word presented by G(E, S, ∼) is also presented by E, so
they present the same sofic shift.
The following proposition motivates the use of the term layer by showing that
edges can never go from higher to lower layers.
Proposition 4.4. If [V ] ∈ S/∼ receives a ∈ A then |[aV ]| ≤ |[V ]|. If
G(E, S, ∼) has an edge from a vertex in the mth layer to a vertex in the nth
layer then m ≤ n.
Proof. Choose V ∈ [V ] such that |V | = |[V ]|. Each u ∈ aV emits at least one
edge labelled a terminating in V , and E is left-resolving, so |[aV ]| ≤ |aV | ≤
|V | = |[V ]|. The second statement follows from the definition of G(E, S, ∼).
Example 4.5. Let (F, LF ) be the left Fischer cover of an irreducible sofic
shift X. For each x+ ∈ X + , define s(x+ ) ⊆ F 0 to be the set of vertices
where a presentation of x+ can start. S = {s(x+ ) | x+ ∈ X + } ⊆ P(F 0 ) is
past closed since each vertex in the left Fischer cover is the predecessor set
of an intrinsically synchronizing right-ray, so the multiplicity set cover of X
can be defined to be G((F, LF ), S, =). An analogous cover can be defined by
considering the vertices where presentations of finite words can start. Thomsen
[37] constructs the derived shift space ∂X of X using right-resolving graphs,
but an analogous construction works for left-resolving graphs. The procedure
from [37, Example 6.10] shows that this ∂X is presented by the labelled graph
obtained by removing the left Fischer cover from the multiplicity set cover.
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Let X be a sofic shift, and let (K, LK ) be the left Krieger cover of X. In order
to use the preceding results to investigate the structure of the left Krieger cover
and the pastSset cover,S
define an equivalence relation on P(K 0 ) by U ∼∪ V if
and only if P ∈U P = Q∈V Q. Clearly, {P } ∼∪ {Q} if and only if P = Q. If
U, V ⊆ K 0 , a ∈ A, aV 6= ∅, and U ∼∪ V then aU ∼∪ aV by the definition of
the left Krieger cover.
Theorem 4.6. For a sofic shift X, the generalized left Fischer cover (G, LG )
is a foundation of the left Krieger cover (K, LK ), and no smaller subgraph is
a foundation.
S
Proof. Define S = {V ⊆ G0 | ∃x+ ∈ X + such that P∞ (x+ ) = PS
∈V P }. Note
that {P } ∈ S for every P ∈ G0 . If x+ ∈ X + with P∞ (x+ ) S
= P ∈V P and
if aV 6= ∅ for some a ∈ A then ax+ ∈ X + and P∞ (ax+ ) = P ∈aV P . This
proves that the pair (S, ∼∪ ) is past closed, so G((G, LG ), S, ∼∪ ) is well defined.
Since (G, LG ) is a presentation
of X, there is a bijection ϕ : S/∼∪ → K 0
S
defined by ϕ([V ]) = P ∈V P . By construction, there is an edge labelled a
+
+
from [U ] to [V ] in S
G((G, LG ), S, ∼∪ ) if and only
S if there exists x ∈ X such
+
+
that P∞ (ax ) = P ∈U P and P∞ (x ) = Q∈V Q, so G((G, LG ), S, ∼∪ ) is
isomorphic to (K, LK ). It follows from Lemma 3.1 that no proper subgraph of
(G, LG ) can be a foundation of the left Krieger cover.
The example from [12, Section 4] shows that the left Krieger cover can be a
proper subgraph of the past set cover. The following lemma will be used to
further investigate this relationship.
Lemma 4.7. Let X be a sofic shift. For every right-ray x+ = x1 x2 x3 . . . ∈ X +
there exists n ∈ N such that P∞ (x+ ) = P∞ (x1 x2 . . . xk ) for all k ≥ n.
Proof. It is clear that P∞ (x1 ) ⊇ P∞ (x1 x2 ) ⊇ · · · ⊇ P∞ (x+ ). Since X is
sofic, there are only finitely many different predecessor sets of words, so there
must exist n ∈ N such that P∞ (x1 x2 . . . xk ) = P∞ (x1 x2 . . . xn ) for all k ≥ n.
If y − ∈ P∞ (x1 x2 . . . xn ) is given, then y − x1 x2 . . . xk ∈ X for all k ≥ n, so
y − x+ contains no forbidden words, and therefore y − ∈ P∞ (x+ ). Since y − was
arbitrary, P∞ (x+ ) = P∞ (x1 x2 . . . xn ).
Theorem 4.8. For a sofic shift X, the generalized left Fischer cover (G, LG )
and the left Krieger cover (K, LK ) are both foundations of the past set cover
(W, LW ).
S
Proof. Define S = {V ⊆ G0 | ∃w ∈ B(X) such that P∞ (w) = P ∈V P },
and use Lemma 4.7 to conclude that S contains {P } for every P ∈ G0 . By
arguments analogous to the ones used in the proof of Theorem 4.6, it follows
that G((G, LG ), S, ∼∪ ) is isomorphic to (W, LW ). To see that (K, LKS
) is also a
foundation, define T = {V ⊆ K 0 | ∃w ∈ B(X) such that P∞ (w) = P ∈V P },
and apply arguments analogous to the ones used above to prove that (W, LW )
is isomorphic to G((K, LK ), T, ∼∪ ).
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Figure 2: Left Fischer cover of the 3-charge constrained shift.
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Figure 3: Left Krieger cover of the 3-charge constrained shift.
In the following, the nth layer of the left Krieger cover (past set cover) will
always refer to the nth layer with respect to the generalized left Fischer cover
(G, LG ). For a right-ray (word) x, P∞ (x) is a vertex in the nth layer of the
left Kriger cover (past set cover) for some n ∈ N, and such an x is said to
be 1/n-synchronizing. Note that x is 1/n-synchronizing if and
Snonly if n is the
smallest number such that there exist P1 , . . . , Pn ∈ G0 with i=1 Pi = P∞ (x).
In an irreducible sofic shift with left Fischer cover (F, LF ), this happens if and
only if n is the smallest number such that there exist u1 , . . . , un ∈ F 0 with
S
n
i=1 P∞ (ui ) = P∞ (x).
Example 4.9. Figures 2 and 3 show, respectively, the left Fischer and the left
Krieger cover of the 3-charge constrained shift (see e.g. [21, Example 1.2.7] for
the definition of charge constrained shifts). There are 3 vertices in the second
layer of the left Krieger cover and two in the third. Note how the left Fischer
cover can be identified with the first layer of the left Krieger cover.
Corollary 4.10. If the left Krieger cover of a sofic shift is reducible then so
is the past set cover.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 4.4 and Theorem 4.8.
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The range of a flow invariant

Let E be a directed graph. Vertices u, v ∈ E 0 properly communicate [1] if there
are paths µ, λ ∈ E ∗ of length greater than or equal to 1 such that s(µ) = u,
r(µ) = v, s(λ) = v, and r(λ) = u. This relation is used to construct maximal
disjoint subsets of E 0 , called proper communication sets of vertices, such that
u, v ∈ E 0 properly communicate if and only if they belong to the same subset.
The proper communication graph P C(E) is defined to be the directed graph
for which the vertices are the proper communication sets of vertices of E and
for which there is an edge from one proper communication set to another if and
only if there is a path from a vertex in the first set to a vertex in the second.
The proper communication graph of the left Krieger cover of a sofic shift space
is a flow-invariant [1].
Let X be an irreducible sofic shift with left Fischer cover (F, LF ) and left
Krieger cover (K, LK ), and let E be the proper communication graph of K.
By construction, E is finite and contains no circuit. The left Fischer cover
is isomorphic to an irreducible subgraph of (K, LK ) corresponding to a root
r ∈ E 0 [19, Lemma 2.7], and by definition, there is an edge from u ∈ E 0 to
v ∈ E 0 whenever u > v. The following proposition gives the range of the
flow-invariant by proving that all such graphs can occur.
Proposition 5.1. Let E be a finite directed graph with a root and without
circuits. E is the proper communication graph of the left Krieger cover of an
AFT shift if there is an edge from u ∈ E 0 to v ∈ E 0 whenever u > v.
Proof. Let E be an arbitrary finite directed graph which contains no circuit
and which has a root r, and let Ẽ be the directed graph obtained from E by
adding an edge from u ∈ E 0 to v ∈ E 0 whenever u > v. The goal is to construct
a labelled graph (F, LF ) which is the left Fischer cover of an irreducible sofic
shift with the desired properties. For each v ∈ E 0 , let l(v) be the length of
the longest path from r to v. This is well-defined since E does not contain any
circuits. For each v ∈ E 0 , define n(v) = 2l(v) vertices v1 , . . . , vn(v) ∈ F 0 . The
single vertex corresponding to the root r ∈ E 0 is denoted r1 . For each v ∈ E 0 ,
draw a loop of length 1 labelled av at each of the vertices v1 , . . . , vn(v) ∈ F 0 .
If there is an edge from u ∈ E 0 to v ∈ E 0 then l(v) > l(u). From each
vertex u1 , . . . , un(u) draw n(u, v) = n(v)/n(u) = 2l(v)−l(u) ≥ 2 edges labelled
n(u,v)

a1u,v , . . . , au,v such that every vertex v1 , . . . , vn(v) receives exactly one of these
edges. For each sink v ∈ E 0 draw a uniquely labelled edge from each vertex
v1 , . . . , vn(v) to r1 . This finishes the construction of (F, LF ).
By construction, F is irreducible, right-resolving, and left-resolving. Additionally, it is predecessor-separated because there is a uniquely labelled path to
every vertex in F 0 from r1 . Thus, (F, LF ) is the left Fischer cover of an AFT
shift X. Let (K, LK ) be the left Krieger cover of X.
Sn(v)
For every v ∈ E 0 , P∞ (a∞
v ) =
i=1 P∞ (vi ) and no smaller set of vertices has
this property, so P∞ (a∞
)
is
a
vertex
in the n(v)th layer of the left Krieger
v
cover. There is clearly a loop labelled av at the vertex P∞ (a∞
v ), so it belongs
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Figure 4: A directed graph with root r and without circuits.
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Figure 5: Left Fischer cover of the sofic shift X considered in Example 5.2.
+
to a proper communication set of vertices. Furthermore, ba∞
v ∈ X if and only
i
0
if b = av or b = au,v for some u ∈ E and 1 ≤ i ≤ n(u, v). By construction,
Sn(u)
∞
∞
P∞ (aiu,v a∞
v ) =
i=1 P∞ (ui ) = P∞ (au ), so there is an edge from P∞ (au ) to
∞
P∞ (av ) if and only if there is an edge from u to v in E. This proves that E,
and hence also Ẽ, are subgraphs of the proper communication graph of K.
Since the edges which terminate at r1 are uniquely labelled, any x+ ∈ X + which
contains one of these letters must be intrinsically synchronizing. If x+ ∈ X +
does not contain any of these letters then x+ must be eventually periodic with
0
x+ = wa∞
v for some v ∈ E and w ∈ B(X). Thus, K only has the vertices
described above, and therefore the proper communication graph of K is Ẽ.

Example 5.2. To illustrate the construction used in the proof of Proposition
5.1, let E be the directed graph drawn in Figure 4. E has a unique maximal
vertex r and contains no circuit, so it is the proper communication graph of
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(F, LF )
r1
a1r,x
a2r,x

a1r,z , a2r,z , a3r,z , a4r,z
a1r,y

a2r,y

P∞ (a∞
x )

P∞ (a∞
y )

ax

ay

a1y,z
a2y,z

P∞ (a∞
z )
az

Figure 6: Left Krieger cover of the shift space X considered in Example 5.2.
The structure of the irreducible component corresponding to the left Fischer
cover has been suppressed.
the left Krieger cover of an irreducible sofic shift. Note that l(x) = l(y) = 1
and that l(z) = 2. Figure 5 shows the left Fischer cover of a sofic shift X
constructed using the method from the proof of Proposition 5.1. Note that
the top and bottom vertices should be identified, and that the labelling of the
edges terminating at r1 has been suppressed. Figure 6 shows the left Krieger
cover of X, but the structure of the irreducible component corresponding to
the left Fischer cover has been suppressed to emphasize the structure of the
higher layers.
In [1], it was also remarked that an invariant analogous to the one discussed in
Proposition 5.1 is obtained by considering the proper communication graph of
the right Krieger cover. The following example shows that the two invariants
may carry different information.
Example 5.3. The labelled graph in Figure 7 is left-resolving, irreducible,
and predecessor-separated, so it is the left Fischer cover of an irreducible sofic
shift. Similarly, the labelled graph in Figure 8 is irreducible, right-resolving
and follower-separated, so it is the right Fischer cover of an irreducible sofic
shift. By considering the edges labelled d, it is easy to see that the two graphs
present the same sofic shift space X.
Every right-ray which contains a letter different from a or a′ is intrinsically
synchronizing, so consider a right-ray x+ ∈ X + such that (x+ )i ∈ {a, a′ } for
all i ∈ N. By considering Figure 7, it is clear that P∞ (x+ ) = P∞ (u) ∪ P∞ (v) ∪
P∞ (y) = P∞ (y), so P (x+ ) is also in the first layer of the left Krieger cover.
Hence, the proper communication graph has only one vertex and no edges.
Every left-ray containing a letter different from a or a′ is intrinsically synchronizing, so consider the left-ray a∞ ∈ X − . Figure 8 shows that F∞ (a∞ ) =
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Figure 7: Left Fischer cover of the irreducible sofic shift X discussed in Example
5.3.
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Figure 8: Right Fischer cover of the irreducible sofic shift X discussed in Example 5.3.
F∞ (u′ ) ∪ F∞ (v ′ ) and that no single vertex y ′ in the right Fischer cover has
F∞ (y ′ ) = F∞ (a∞ ), so there is a vertex in the second layer of the right Krieger
cover. In particular, the corresponding proper communication graph is nontrivial.
6

C ∗ -Algebras associated to sofic shift spaces

Cuntz and Krieger [13] introduced a class of C ∗ -algebras which can naturally
be viewed as the universal C ∗ -algebras associated to shifts of finite type. This
was generalized by Matsumoto [23] who associated two C ∗ -algebras OX and
OX ∗ to every shift space X, and these Matsumoto algebras have been studied
intensely [8, 18, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32]. The two Matsumoto
algebras OX and OX ∗ are generated by elements satisfying the same relations,
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but they are not isomorphic in general [12]. This paper will follow the approach
of Carlsen in [9] where a universal C ∗ -algebra OX̃ is associated to every onesided shift space X̃. This also gives a way to associate C ∗ -algebras to every
two-sided shift since a two-sided shift X corresponds to two one-sided shifts
X + and X − .
Ideal lattices. Let X be a sofic shift space and let OX + be the universal
C ∗ -algebra associated to the one-sided shift X + as defined in [9]. Carlsen
proved that OX + is isomorphic to the Cuntz-Krieger algebra of the left Krieger
cover of X [8], so the lattice of gauge invariant ideals in OX + is given by the
proper communication graph of the left Krieger cover of X [3, 20], and all
ideals are given in this way if the left Krieger cover satisfies Condition (K)
[36, Theorem 4.9]. Hence, Proposition 4.4 and Theorem 4.6 can be used to
investigate the ideal lattice of OX + . For a reducible sofic shift, a part of the
ideal lattice is given by the structure of the generalized left Fischer cover, which
is reducible, but if X is an irreducible sofic shift, and the left Krieger cover of
X satisfies Condition (K) then the fact that the left Krieger cover has a unique
top component implies that OX + will always have a unique maximal ideal. The
following proposition shows that all these lattices can be realized.
Proposition 6.1. Any finite lattice of ideals with a unique maximal ideal is
the ideal lattice of the universal C ∗ -algebra OX + associated to an AFT shift X.
Proof. Let E be a finite directed graph whitout circuits and with a unique
maximal vertex. Consider the following slight modification of the algorithm
from the proof of Proposition 5.1. For each v ∈ E, draw two loops of length 1
at each vertex v1 , . . . , vn(v) associated to v: One labelled av and one labelled
a′v . The rest of the construction is as before. Let (K, LK ) be the left Krieger
cover of the corresponding sofic shift. As before, the proper communication
graph of K is given by E, and now (K, LK ) satisfies Condition (K), so there is
a bijective correspondence between the hereditary subsets of E 0 and the ideals
of C ∗ (K) ∼
= OX + . Since E was arbitrary, any finite ideal lattice with a unique
maximal ideal can be obtained in this way.
The C ∗ -algebras OX + and OX − . Every two-sided shift space X corresponds
to two one-sided shift spaces X + and X − , and this gives two natural ways to
associate a universal C ∗ -algebra to X. The next goal is to show that these two
C ∗ -algebras may carry different information about the shift space. Let OX −
be the universal C ∗ -algebra associated to the one-sided shift space (X T )+ as
defined in [9]. The left Krieger cover of X T is the transpose of the right Krieger
cover of X, so by [8], OX − is isomorphic to the Cuntz-Krieger algebra of the
transpose of the right Krieger cover of X.
Example 6.2. Let X be the sofic shift from Example 5.3. Note that the left
and right Krieger covers of X both satisfy Condition (K) from [36], so the
corresponding proper communication graphs completely determine the ideal
lattices of OX + and OX − . The proper communication graph of the left Krieger
cover (K, LK ) of X is trivial, so OX + is simple, while there are precisely two
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vertices in the proper communication graph of the right Krieger cover of X, so
there is exactly one non-trivial ideal in OX − . In particular, OX + and OX − are
not isomorphic.
Consider the edge shift Y = XK . This is an SFT, and the left and right Krieger
covers of Y are both (K, LId ), where LId is the identity map on the edge set K 1 .
By [8], OX + and OY + are isomophic to C ∗ (K). Similarly, OY − is isomorphic
to C ∗ (K T ) and K T is an irreducible graph satisfying Condition (K), so OY −
is simple. In particular, OY − is not isomophic to OX − . This shows that the
C ∗ -algebras associated to X + and X − are not always isomorphic, and that
there can exist a shift space Y such that OY + is isomorphic to OX + while OY −
is not isomorphic to OX − .
An investigation of Condition (∗). In [12], two C ∗ -algebras OX and OX ∗
are associated to every two-sided shift space X. The C ∗ -algebras OX , OX ∗ ,
and OX + are generated by partial isometries satisfying the same relations, but
OX + is always universal unlike OX [9]. In [12], it is proved that OX and OX ∗
are isomorphic when X satisifies a condition called Condition (∗). The example
from [12, Section 4] shows that not all sofic shift spaces satisfy this condition
by constructing a sofic shift where the left Krieger cover and the past set cover
are not isomorphic. The relationship between Condition (∗) and the structure
of the left Krieger cover and the past set cover is further clarified by the final
main result. For each l ∈ N and w ∈ B(X) define Pl (w) = {v ∈ B(X) |
vw ∈ B(X), |v| ≤ l}. Two words v, w ∈ B(X) are said to be l-past equivalent
if Pl (v) = Pl (w). For x+ ∈ X + , Pl (x+ ) and l-past equivalence are defined
analogously.
Condition (∗). For every l ∈ N and every infinite F ⊆ B(X) such that Pl (u) =
Pl (v) for all u, v ∈ F there exists x+ ∈ X + such that Pl (w) = Pl (x+ ) for all
w ∈ F.
Lemma 6.3. A vertex P in the past set cover of a sofic shift X is in an essential
subgraph if and only if there exist infinitely many w ∈ B(X) such that P∞ (w) =
P.
Proof. Let P be a vertex in an essential subgraph of the past set cover of
X, and let x+ ∈ X + be a right ray with a presentation starting at P . Given
n ∈ N, there exists wn ∈ B(X) such that P = P∞ (x1 x2 . . . xn wn ). To prove the
converse, let P be a vertex in the past set cover for which there exist infinitely
many w ∈ B(X) such that P = P∞ (w). For each w, there is a path labelled
w[1,|w|−1] starting at P . There are no sources in the past set cover, so this
implies that P is not stranded.
Proposition 6.4. A sofic shift X satisfies Condition (∗) if and only if the left
Krieger cover is the maximal essential subgraph of the past set cover.
Proof. Assume that X satisfies Condition (∗). Let P be a vertex in an essential
subgraph of the past set cover and define F = {w ∈ B(X) | P∞ (w) = P }.
Choose m ∈ N such that for all x, y ∈ B(X) ∪ X + , P∞ (x) = P∞ (y) if and only
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if Pm (x) = Pm (y). By Lemma 6.3, F is an infinite set, so Condition (∗) can
be used to choose x+ ∈ X + such that Pm (x+ ) = Pm (w) for all w ∈ F . By the
choice of m, this means that P∞ (x+ ) = P∞ (w) = P for all w ∈ F , so P is a
vertex in the left Krieger cover.
To prove the other implication, assume that the left Krieger cover is the maximal essential subgraph of the past set cover. Let l ∈ N be given, and consider
an infinite set F ⊆ B(X) for which Pl (u) = Pl (v) for all u, v ∈ F . Since X is
sofic, there are only finitely many different predecessor sets, so there must exist
w ∈ F such that P∞ (w) = P∞ (v) for infinitely many v ∈ F . By Lemma 6.3,
this proves that P = P∞ (w) is a vertex in the maximal essential subgraph of the
past set cover. By assumption, this means that it is a vertex in the left Krieger
cover, so there exists x+ ∈ X + such that P∞ (w) = P∞ (x+ ). In particular,
Pl (x+ ) = Pl (w) = Pl (v) for all v ∈ F , so Condition (∗) is satisfied.
In [2], it was proved that OX ∗ is isomorphic to the Cuntz-Krieger algebra of the
past set cover of X when X satisfies a condition called Condition (I). According
to Carlsen [7], a proof similar to the proof which shows that OX + is isomorphic
to the Cuntz-Krieger algebra of the left Krieger cover of X should prove that
OX ∗ is isomorphic to the Cuntz-Krieger algebra of the subgraph of the past set
cover of X induced by the vertices P for which there exist infinitely many words
w such that P∞ (w) = P . Using Lemma 6.3, this shows that OX ∗ is always
isomorphic to the Cuntz-Krieger algebra of the maximal essential subgraph of
the past set cover of X.
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